As our terms of office as President of International Solid Waste Association (ISWA) and Editor-in-Chief (EiC) of Waste Management & Research come to their end in September 2016 (the EiC is eligible to be renominated by the new Board of Directors of ISWA), we both wish to leave a trace of the more pertinent work and events of these last 4 years on behalf of ISWA.
When I joined ISWA in 2001, I found an organisation without a clear mission. Over the next decade this improved, though organisational changes and staff issues in the 2008-2010 period derailed the development of ISWA. ISWA really struggled to survive and that it did is owing to the merit of past Presidents and Board, and having a new MD in 2010.
When I became President, I had developed a very clear idea of how to drive ISWA forward: In two words, international partnerships. It was apparent that alone we could achieve relatively little, and even if our mission 'to promote sustainable waste management globally', was clear, our resources and instruments were not up to the challenge alone. We needed allies, indeed, partners, stronger than us.
Since those days of late 2012, I am very proud that ISWA is now collaborating with a wide range of international organisations. I won't burden you here with the list, but our partners are truly impressive and of global reach.
What should those partners have brought to ISWA? Well, my belief was, and still is, that membership growth in most associations has come to a halt, especially when there is no pay-back in terms of political and legislative lobbying. To grow, ISWA needed income from projects, and this is what international partnerships have brought. ISWA members have a unique knowledge of waste management in all its aspects and in all parts of the globe -bringing these together with needs and demand for technical knowledge, would be ISWA's role. By building these relationships, ISWA would be able to exert some influence over processes relating to waste-industry development, and there are several examples of success. I am particularly pleased with the efforts of all the working groups and recently those of the Healthcare and Hazardous Waste group have made concrete contributions to global health and to treating toxic wastes correctly. The Task Force on Resource Management has, I believe, contributed to shaping thinking in the European Commission on the Circular Economy, and pathways for the waste industry. Our meetings in Brussels are always of the highest level and now we need to present business models for our industry to understand how to achieve circular economies in reality, not just in theory. We have helped shape thinking on waste-to-energy in developing countries, while the promotion of biowaste collection has helped projects mushroom globally. Our landfill colleagues are now working on an ambitious project to help close open dumps, one of the scourges of modern times, and through Climate and Clean Air Coalition (CCAC) we are present in an increasing number of cities, helping to develop waste management plans.
My focus was, and remains above all, on handling the growing amounts of waste coming from developing countries. The ocean garbage patches are not owing to an increase in shipping, but to improperly handled wastes 'leaking' into rivers and ocean fronts globally owing to poor or wholly absent waste storage and collection programmes in many parts of the world. Not only do we have an environmental obligation to focus on this issue, I mean ethically speaking; we also have to look at our selfinterest as a human species with a legacy to leave our children. Untreated waste is killing us, reducing our access to clean water and air, impeding the production of safe food, both from land and the seas. Poorly treated waste is contaminating our soils, creating health problems in our urban areas, reducing the tourism and inward investments developing countries need so desperately. The poor are suffering most from this. And the emergency is growing, and likely will continue to grow, before it is solved. Our role at ISWA has been to draw attention to this situation, showcasing what good waste management can do to improve the lives of millions of our fellow citizens globally. I believe our messages are being heard at last and if my experience in the Paris 21st Conference of the Parties to the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (COP21) conference on climate change was anything to go by, we are now not alone in calling for heightened global attention on the need for improved waste management, and increased spending for the same.
There is much to be done -we have scratched more than the surface, but we are not yet cooperating with many organisations in a systematic manner. We fail to reach out to the major US Foundations, whose sustainability programmes often touch upon, but often do not include, waste management. We fail to get our stories to the wider media. But now that the world has a clearer context for the climate change policies moving forward over the next decade, I am convinced ISWA has laid the foundations for strong growth and outreach globally.
Growth and exerting influence cannot continue without having relevance in the developed countries, whose waste systems are mature; here our role must be to bring international experiences to the debate on the future of resource and energy management, providing a showcase for best practices and technologies. In a globalised world, what happens in one place is often seen, studied and copied elsewhere; ISWA can help ensure this knowledge transfer is in the best interests of the wider community. 
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Partnerships come about because an organisation is credible and authoritative, and respects its commitments. ISWA's reports have always been held in esteem by the waste community, but the challenge was to make our messages pertinent to a wider development and environmental agenda. The series of reports on globalisation were a first step to achieving this outreach to new communities. This has continued through to the present day with the UNEP-ISWA report Global Waste Management Outlook, which has led to us being invited in May 2016, to the United Nations Environment Assembly in Nairobi.
The improving quality of articles presented to Waste Management & Research is a further testimony to increased recognition and credibility -the importance of a scientific community working within and with the association, should not be underestimated. I thank Professor Agamuthu, all the Associate Editors, and the Editorial and International Advisory Boards for their continuous commitment to improve Waste Management & Research. By inviting the EiC twice a year to Board meetings, I know we have overcome barriers to communications between those bodies. Four years ago I wrote that we need more economic analyses of waste management, bringing specific attention to the questions of finance, Extended Producer Responsability (EPR), and taxation … and there still is this gap. While our journal is scientifically very good, local administrators, especially in developing countries, want to know how to make their systems pay. I hope some new energy and academic attention can be focused on this aspect going forward.
On another note, ISWA purchased the rights to the ownership of the Waste Management World trade journal, and finally we are in control of our own official magazine. This is a considerable risk to take in times of decline for printed journals, but I believe the peculiarity of the waste sector merits the continuation of a printed, global magazine and a voice for ISWA too.
Success breeds success. Our meetings, whether workshops, Beacon conferences or the annual World Congress, have seen increases in participation and in standards -Antwerp was a magical experience in 2015 and I am sure other memorable Congresses will be held in the future, starting in Serbia this year.
ISWA's income has doubled, approximately, over the last 4 years. It is possible for that to double again over the next term of office of my successor. The deposits held in our accounts guarantee ISWA's existence for a year without additional income. Hard work from Mr Koller and the General Secretariat (GS) of ISWA has ensured this result and my thanks to them all -a capable group of young professionals working from Vienna.
One legacy I hope to leave, and ask you all to contribute to, is the model project to take children out of landfill sites, where they grow up as pickers, in Nicaragua. Thank you to the Board for supporting an investment of $20,000, which is being spent on 20 children, giving them an education, clothes, food and transport, for a year, in which they will understand that life offers hope through improvement. I am so honoured ISWA is associated with this, please continue it and make the project grow, perhaps expanding into other developing countries where similar conditions still prevail.
Another innovation during this period has been the Young Professionals Group, a project inspired by our Vice President Carlos Da Silva, and seeing impressive commitment from dozens of young people, our future leaders, globally. I have much enjoyed their freshness and enthusiasm, and hope they can keep the group growing.
I thank you the Board, the GS staff, the Working Groups and the Scientific Technical Committee (STC) of ISWA Chair all for your patience, support and contributions to ISWA, and for the honour of having elected me your President for the last 4 years. I will miss the buzz, the drive and the feeling of making a positive contribution to the world that this task has brought to me. It has been exciting but also very tiring, with continual worldwide travel. Thanks to my wife for her tolerance.
I will miss leading the ISWA family, but I am sure we will meet often in many future occasions. Keep up the good work.
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